


ACM has 2 Canon Pro-4100S

8 Colour (enhanced) CMYK pigment-based inks
The printers can print from RGB and CMYK files!

Allow 5mm boarders.



Submit your work through ACM’s portal, PDF’s only!
https://waconnect.uwaterloo.ca/cgi-bin/ArcPlot.pl

Files will be time-stamped and printed in the order they are received.

https://waconnect.uwaterloo.ca/cgi-bin/ArcPlot.pl


Print size Square feet Bond Partial 
Coverage @ 
$2.00 /sq. ft.

Bond Full 
Coverage @ $3.00 
/ sq. ft.

36" x 12" 3 $6.00 $9.00

36" x 16" 4 $8.00 $12.00

36" x 18" 4.5 $9.00 $13.50

36" x 20" 5 $10.00 $15.00

36" x 24" 6 $12.00 $18.00

36" x 30" 7.5 $15.00 $22.50

36" x 34" 8.5 $17.00 $25.50

36" x 36" 9 $18.00 $27.00

36" x 40" 10 $20.00 $30.00

36" x 42" 10.5 $21.00 $31.50

36" x 48" 12 $24.00 $36.00

36" x 50" 12.5 $25.00 $37.50

36" x 54" 13.5 $27.00 $40.50

36" x 60" 15 $30.00 $45.00

36" x 66" 16.5 $33.00 $49.50

36" x 72" 18 $36.00 $54.00

36" x 78" 19.5 $39.00 $58.50

36" x 86" 21.5 $43.00 $64.50

This table shows common plotting sizes and 
cost for printing on bond paper.

The printers are loaded with 36” wide rolls

Full (ink) coverage applies to images like 
photographs as opposed to line drawings 
which are classified as “partial” coverage.

Do not mix sizes in the same PDF!



Since the plotters are loaded with 36” wide paper.
If your work is wider than 36” on the shortest side the job will not 
upload through the web portal.

Do not mix output sizes or orientation. 
Create separate PDF files if you intend on changing output size or 
orientation.

Larger files are at higher risk of failing, ACM staff suggests 
individual prints not exceed 60” in length. 

Create 5cm borders and work within those boarders.

If your work is shorter than 36”, (E.g. 30x40”), it will be up to you to 
trim the work to the desired size. 

There is a paper trimmer in ACM!

This would
Need to be
printed from
3 PDF files.



Setting up your InDesign file
Create a new file working within .5mm boarders, on 36” wide paper.
ACM recommends the length not exceed 60”.



Create to your hearts content!
Your working file may contain a mix of file types. 
In the end this all has to be rasterized or flattened, including 
your fonts! 
Ensure the resolution of your content is 300 pixels per inch or 
higher!
A final PDF for plotting can be made from Adobe Acrobat Pro!

• Working Illustrator files 

• PDF’s from any source



SAVING JPEGS IN PHOTOSHOP! 
I have had jpegs fail by saving a layered file as a jpeg in PhotoShop.
Flatten your work, then save as jpeg.

PNG files are portable network graphics files and can be saved with 
transparent backgrounds in high resolution for placement in 
InDesign, Illustrator or Photoshop.
PNG files apparently does not support the CMYK colour space!

We can print from RGB or CMYK files! BUT not in the same file!
You must be consistent!



Export your working file to PDF
Export your work with the 
high-quality print preset.

Under the “Output” tab Color 
Conversion should be set to 
“No Color Conversion”.

In the next step you will 
convert all the contents to 
rasterized canvases.

When you are finished!



Give your PDF a Comb Over
Look at important parts of your creation to ensure it looks 

awesome!



When you are satisfied with your PDF

O
Export your images as jpegs, check the resolution in the save dialogue, 300 ppi high quality jpegs



Bundle the newly created jpegs
to a new PDF!

Choose combine files,

Navigate to the newly created jpegs and “add them”

O

Combine the files and wait, watch the progress bar!



Your new PDF should open in Adobe 
Acrobat named “Binder1”

Rename the file appropriately & look it over,

If you are happy with the result upload it through the ACM plotting portal

To zoom to 100%

Apple
Command 1

PC
Control 1


